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What's healthy, delicious, and simple? All the recipes in this book! You'll discover easy directions for

making meals, planning parties, and preparing snacks, plus beautiful full-color photography for

every recipe. This is the perfect companion to A Smart Girl's Guide: Cooking, and a great way to try

out newly discovered culinary skills. So get ready to delight the taste buds of your family and friends

-- and yourself, too. And prepare to be amazed by how many mouthwatering things you can make!

The book also includes an overview of cooking terms and tools, safety rules, and instructions on

how to read a recipe.
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Fun and easy to use, this cookbook is chock-full of great recipes that are good for the whole family -

not just kids. Coconut curry shrimp and garlicky white bean dip are a nice counterpoint to mac &

cheese and pizza. I didn't want a cookbook that focused on hiding veggies or cutting things into cute

shapes, and this fit the bill. I also really like the clear directions and the glossary. I've bought several

as gifts - and may keep one for myself!

This is one mightily charming book - start to finish. Every photograph is beautifully styled and

photographed, and each recipe is easy to follow. I especially appreciate the clear instructional

details. Each page is more fun to look at than the one preceding. I highly recommend this book for



gift giving, but be sure to get one for yourself!

I have now gifted this cookbook to several young people who either love to cook or whose parents

think they would love to try. It's fun and funny, but also - it works! These emerging cooks are really

"getting it" and spending time in their own (mostly) independent way - enjoying food, creating

something yummy, and making it happen from start to finish. It is truly delightful and the kids are

loving it and surging with their skills, boys and girls alike. After your kid makes you a meal, go to

Lisa's sandwich blog called Midnight Snack, and read with your kid about every yummy sandwich

out there in the universe.

I was looking for a cookbook for a few of my "late to the table" friends (aka adults who now want to

learn to cook with real food). I bought three copies of this sweet little book and have now benefitted

from someone else doing the cooking. Easy, fun and delicious results. I recommend this book to

anyone with entry level cooking skills.

I have a soft spot for children's cookbooks, and this one is special in the quality and ease of the

recipes. They enable kids to have some successes in the kitchen and lead to a life time of health

eating. I enjoyed this book immensely and even keep one at home for my own reference because

I'm a kid at heart:)
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